The Power of Confidence .2 Game Guide

The Power of Confidence is a sandbox style adult visual novel. You play as a young man who has struggled with women until he discovered the power inside him—the Power of Confidence. Now, he can use this power to bend women to his will.
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Abilities

At the beginning you'll have the option of putting points into various abilities. Throughout the game different events are gated off based on your ability scores and you gain two points every level to add as you wish. Certain events in the game world can give you a bonus to your Abilities, or usable items can be used for the same purpose (though these bonuses will decay over time). Each of the female characters in the game likes one skill and your score will effect all interactions with her.

Charisma
Your ability to deal with people. Can be buffed with Cologne.

Money
The maximum amount of money you'll have per day. Can be buffed with Gift Cards.

Fitness
Your ability to perform physical actions. Can be buffed with Protein Powder.

Stealth
Your ability to sneak around unseen. Mostly useful to unlock peeping scenes. Can be buffed with Silent Insoles.

Intelligence
Your understanding of events. Can be buffed with Nootropics.
Gameplay

Through the game you explore a world. Different characters are at different locations at different times. If you are trusted by a character you have access to a hub scene where you can give them gifts or use your Confidence on them.

As you wander around the world and interact with events you accrue experience. Every two levels you pick up another point of Confidence, for use during adult scenes. Your Confidence refills every day.

Your money is determined by the Money stat+1 and refills every day. By winning in different forms of gambling you can exceed this maximum.

When using Confidence, whether or not it's successful will depend on what you're trying to do, your level, the favorite Ability of the character you're trying to manipulate, and the Resistance your target has worked up from your previous attempts. Even a successful attempt to use Confidence will increase your targets Resistance. Failures will increase resistance more. Resistance will slowly decay over time, or you can give your target gifts to decrease it faster.
Introduction

In the opening scene you are attending your High School Reunion at the local night club. The first option you are given is to spy on Chad and Stacy or talk to Tyrone. If you have a point of Stealth you will gain experience for this. Tyrone will give you some information about Stacy.

Afterward Genie, an old friend of yours introduces herself. You barely recognize her because she says she's been taking better care of herself. If you say “That's good because you needed a lot of work” she'll be insulted, unless your Fitness stat is more than 0 (in that case you'll get experience). If you tell her “Wow, all that work was a really worth it” you'll get experience if you have more than 0 Charisma.

After this Chad will come and apologize for being a dick in school. You can accept his apology or not, neither way will matter.

Once this is done you can choose to talk to Stacy or Genie. As the scene plays out your Confidence will be unlocked and you will convince either Stacy or Genie into engaging in sexual acts with you.

As you hobble your way home Chad and Tyrone will stop you and explain that they know about your power. They offer advice and you make your way home.
Characters
There is a wide array of characters to meet in the world of Power of Confidence. Here's a brief overview of them, as well as notes on how to unlock all adult scenes with them. (*) Indicates a scene with multiple unlockable stages.

Stacy
You went to school with Stacy and always had a rather severe crush on her. In the years since then she has become a single mother. She works at the local coffee shop. Her Hub Scene is available from the Bar or Night Club. Her hub scene is unlocked by the opening scene.
Her favorite stat is Charisma.
Her favorite gift is Gift Cards. She hates Nootropics.

Achievements
1. Met Stacy
   Play through the introduction.
2. Unlocked Stacy's Hub Scene
   Play through the introduction.
3. Unlocked Level 1 Corruption
   Raise your control of her to 15,
   talk to her at the Coffee Shop,
   then go see her while she's at her Apartment
4. Made Stacy strip
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene.
5. Groped Stacy's breasts
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene.
   Unlocked at or above 10 control.
6. Got a blowjob from Stacy in the Club
   Choose her during the introduction scene
   Or from the Hub Scene at the Club while Control is at or above 20.
7. Watched Netflix and chilled at her apartment (*)
   Unlock Corruption level 1

Schedule
Morning: Stacy's Apartment
Noon and Afternoon: Game Studio
Sundown and Night: Either Bar, Night Club or Stacy's Apartment
Late Night: Stacy's Apartment
Genie

She was your best friend back in school. Back then you never really noticed her, but after college she started taking better care of herself. She works at the Game Studio. Her hub scene is available from the Game Studio or Bar or Night Club. Her hub scene is unlocked in the intro scene. Her favorite stat is Intelligence. Her favorite gift is Nootropics. She hates Gift Cards.

Achievements

1. Met Genie
   Play through the introduction.

2. Unlocked Genie's Hub Scene
   Play through the introduction scene.

3. Unlocked Level 1 Corruption
   Raise your control of her to 15.
   She'll invite you to a pub quiz at the Bar. Play through it.

4. Made Genie Strip
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene.

5. Groped Genie's breasts
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene,
   Unlocked at 10 control.

6. Made Genie strip and run through her office (*)
   Unlock corruption level 1,
   Meet Genie at the Game Studio and play her Hub Scene.

7. Secretly touched Genie while she talked to her boss (*)
   Raise Genie's Control to 20 or more and meet her at the Game Studio.
   Play her hub scene.

8. Fucked Genie in the Club
   Meet Genie at the club while her control is 20 or above.

9. Took saucy photos of Genie (*)
   Buy a DSLR camera,
   Meet Genie at the Game Studio while your control of her is 20 or above.

Schedule

Morning: Unavailable
Noon and Afternoon: Game Studio
Sundown and Night: Either Bar, Night Club or Unavailable
Late Night: Unavailable
Maureen
A teacher at the local school, currently running a summer school program. One of your roommates. Slightly older than the other women, she acts in an almost matronly manner to you and your other roommates. Her hub scene is available from the School or Maureen's Bedroom. Her hub scene is unlocked from the beginning.
Her favorite stat is Money.
Her favorite gift is Cologne and she hates Protein Powder.

Achievements

1. Met Maureen
   Go to a place Maureen is at.

2. Unlocked Maureen's Hub Scene
   Unlocked by default

3. Unlocked Level 1 Corruption
   Talk to Maureen while she's at the school and her Control is at least 15.
   Then go talk to Deana about Maureen. Either use Confidence or Charisma to get the intelligence you need out of her.
   Buy the DSLR from the mall.
   Look up Maureen from your home office.
   After that go talk to the principal of the school. Use Confidence to make her okay with nude photos of her staff.
   Then go talk to Maureen while she's at school.

4. Made Maureen undress
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene.

5. Groped Maureen's breasts
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene with Control higher than 10.

6. Watched Maureen take a shower
   Used Confidence while Maureen is in the shower.

7. Spied on Maureen in the shower
   Used Stealth while Maureen is in the shower.

8. Took saucy photos of Maureen (*)
   After you've unlocked Corruption level 1 go talk to Maureen while she's at school.

9. Plied Maureen with wine and she gave you a handjob
   Bought Wine from Liquor Store
   Met Maureen in kitchen
Schedule
Morning: Either in Maureen's Bedroom or the Bathroom
Noon and Afternoon: During the week she'll be at School, otherwise she'll be at Maureen's Bedroom
Sundown: Kitchen
Night and Late Night: Maureen's Bedroom

Dorothy
A college student at the university, currently working at the convenience store. One of your roommates. She's incredibly sheltered and ignorant of how the world works. Her hub scene is available from Dorothy's Bedroom. Her favorite stat is Charisma. Her favorite gifts are Cotton Candy or New Bibles. She hates Cologne.

Achievements
1. Met Dorothy
   Met Dorothy in her room or the convenience store.
2. Unlocked Dorothy's Hub Scene
   Search her room while she's not at home and find a bunch of bibles.
   Either research the bible from your home office (Intelligence>=1) or go to the book store and buy a bible.
   Go talk to the priest at the church.
   Then go talk to Dorothy.
3. Unlocked Level 1 Corruption
   Raise Dorothy's control to 15.
   Do further research on the bible at your home office (Intelligence>=2) or buy a study bible from the book store,
   Then go talk to the nun at the church.
4. Made Dorothy undress (*)
   Use Confidence from the Hub Scene.
5. Groped Dorothy's breasts
   Use Confidence from hub scene with control at 15 or above.
6. Made Dorothy kiss another girl (*)
   Talk to Dorothy in her bedroom. There's a 1/3rd chance this scene will be triggered.
7. Watched Dorothy shower
   Used Confidence while Dorothy was in the bathroom.
8. Spied on Dorothy in the shower
   Used Stealth while Dorothy was in the bathroom.
Schedule

Morning: Dorothy's Bedroom
Noon: Convenience Store
Afternoon: Unknown
Sundown: Either Dorothy's Bedroom or Bathroom
Night and Late Night: Dorothy's Bedroom

Deana

Another college student at the university. Another roommate. She is interested in fitness and works out a lot.
Her hub scene is available from Deana's Bedroom.
Her favorite stat is Fitness.
Her favorite gift is Protein Powder.

Achievements

1. Met Deana
   Went to Deana's room while she's home.

2. Unlocked Deana's Hub Scene
   Talk to Deana in her bedroom. She'll complain that she needs sneakers.
   Go to the mall and buy her sneakers.
   Bring them to her.

3. Unlocked Level 1 Corruption
   Get Deana a job at the casino.

4. Made Deana undress
   Use Confidence from the hub scene.

5. Groped Deana's breasts
   Use Confidence from the hub scene with more than 10 control.

6. Peeped at Deana at the gym
   Go to the gym while Deana is there.

7. Got Deana a job at the casino.
   Go to the Coffee Shop or Park. There's a random chance of finding a sign that unlocks the casino.
   Go to the casino and look for a drink.
   After that raise your control of Deana to at least 15.
   She'll complain about needing a job.
   Go talk to her in her bedroom after this.

8. Won a game of blackjack
Played a game of blackjack until Deana lost all her clothes.

9. Lost a game of blackjack
   Played a game of blackjack and lost until you ran out of clothes.

11. Watched Deana take a shower
    Used Confidence while Deana was in the bathroom

12. Spied on Deana in the shower
    Used Stealth while Deana was in the bathroom.

**Schedule**

Morning: Deana's Bedroom  
Noon: Gym  
Afternoon: Park  
Sundown: Either Deana's Bedroom or Bathroom  
Night or Late Night: Deana's Bedroom
Items

Cologne
Can be used to buff your Charisma. Available from the Mall.

Gift Card
Can be used to buff your Money. Available from the Mall.

Protein Powder
Can be used to buff your Fitness. Available from the Convenience Store.

Nootropics
Can be used to buff your Intelligence. Available from the Convenience Store.

Silent Insoles
Can be used to buff your Stealth. Available from the Mall.

Cotton Candy
A favorite gift for Dorothy. Available at Mall after you've discovered this.

New Bibles
A favorite gift for Dorothy. Available at Church after you've talked to the Priest.

Rationalist Bible
A book of information about the Bible. Can be purchased at the Book Store once you realize how much Dorothy likes the bible.

Sneakers
Comfortable workout shoes. Available from the Mall once you know Deana needs new workout shoes.

Lucky Charm
Influences random events. You have a small chance of finding it at the mansion.

Winning Ticket
A lottery ticket where you have won a great deal of money. Available at the Convenience Store.
Locations

Your House

Your house has several sub locations, Your Bedroom, Maureen's Bedroom, Dorothy's Bedroom, Deana's Bedroom, the Kitchen and Bathroom. The house menu will tell you where your roommates are if they're home.

If someone is in the Bathroom you can peek at them. Exactly how much you can see is dependent on your Stealth skill.

Mansion

A spooky mansion in the remote part of town. You might find a Rabbit's Foot here.

Park

A nice relaxing place. Can replenish your Confidence if no one is around.

Convenience Store

Where Dorothy works. You can purchase items here.

Mall

You can purchase items here.

Book Store

A place to buy books to research topics.

School

Where Maureen works.

Game Studio

Where Genie works.

Beach

Talk to Chad here.

Coffee Shop

Where Stacy works.

Gym

Talk to Tyrone here. Can work out to buff Fitness.

Dive Bar

You can find Stacy or Genie here sometimes. Can buy a drink to buff Charisma.
Night Club
You can find Stacy or Genie here sometimes. Can buy a drink to buff Charisma.

Church
Available once you've done research on the bible. You can talk to a priest or find New Bibles.

Stacy's Apartment
Once you've sufficiently befriended her she'll allow you to go to her apartment.

Casino
Unlocked at random by going to the Coffee Shop or Park. Once you hire someone to be a blackjack dealer you can play strip blackjack.

Liquor Store
Buy beverages for use as gifts.